Kahr Firearms Group is All In for SHOT Show 2022!
Press Release: January 14, 2022
An All-Star Booth Lineup
Greeley, PA: Kahr Firearms Group is proud to be “All In” for SHOT Show 2022! Attendees are
invited to stop by booth #13627, where our complete family of products for 2022 will be on
display. An all-star lineup of celebrities will also be attending. Laramy “Sasquatch” Miller will be
at the booth on January 19th, from 3-4 PM. The star of The Sportsman Channel’s “Last of a
Breed” TV show, Laramy hunts and survives off the land in the same way as the mountain men
of the mid-1800s. Born of Indian ancestry and trained by true mountain men, Laramy uses only
his handmade bow and a traditional .54-caliber Hawken rifle to travel the routes once taken by
the original mountain men. He is a huge fan of Magnum Research firearms, including the BFR!
Two outstanding young shooters will be present at the Kahr Firearms Group booth. Danyela
D’Angelo will appear on January 18-19, from 1-3PM. Her list of achievements in the shooting
sports are extensive, including 1st place in the Lady Division at Desert Brutality 2-Gun, 1st place
in Lady at Red Oktober 3-Gun, and First Place in division at AZ State USPSA Championship.
Danyela is sponsored by Kahr Firearms Group, and is sure to have an amazing career ahead of
her in the industry! Chris Barrett will be present from 11am to 1pm on January 18th and 20th.
Chris’s long list of achievements includes five time World Champion, current world record holder
in Steel Challenge Rimfire Rifle Optic Division, and he was the first person in the 41 year history
of the Steel Challenge to shoot a sub 60 second time. Chris' quest to break more records is
sponsored by Magnum Research!
When asked to comment on Kahr Firearms Group’s support for youth competition shooters,
Director of Marketing Jodi DePorter said, “Kahr believes it is crucial to provide support and
encouragement for young shooters, as they are the future of both the industry, and the Second
Amendment. Without their involvement in shooting sports, and their belief in the Right to Keep
and Bear Arms, it could fade into our nation’s history like so many other lost traditions. Kahr is
determined to make sure that does not happen.”
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The Kahr Family
Kahr Arms revolutionized the handgun market in 1994 with the introduction of the K9, the first
mass production subcompact 9mm pistol. Kahr went on to develop a diverse family of compact
pistols in 9mm, .45 ACP, .40 S&W, and .380 ACP calibers. Since that time the brand has
broadened the Kahr Firearms Group family to include Magnum Research, legendary maker of
the Desert Eagle, BFR, MR1911, and SwitchBolt rifle; and Auto-Ordnance, maker of the allAmerican Tommy Gun, M1 Carbine, and 1911. The Kahr Firearms Group family delivers
exceptional quality across a diverse range of products. Kahr Firearms Group has a dedicated
team of professionals making the best firearms available to the American Shooter!
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